


Crisloid was established in Brooklyn, NY in 1948 and soon 
thereafter built a reputation for producing top-quality 
American-made gaming products. Seventy years later they 
are still going strong with the production of engraved and 
hand-painted mah jongg sets, backgammons sets, and 
dominos, to name a few.

https://crisloid.com



Popular House Rules



Hot Wall

The wall that remains in front of the 
dealer after the tiles have been dealt is a 
“hot wall.” 

If a player wins from a tile discarded while 
the hot wall is live, the discarding player 
must pay the value of the hand for all 
players.



Atomic

Allowable hands have NO FLOWERS and

include one or more of the following:

• 7 unique pair
• 7 pair (kongs allowed as 2 separate

pair)
• 3 kongs and a pair
• 4 pungs and pair
• 4 chows (3 in a sequence) or pungs and

a pair (any combination)



Atomic

• Dealt no Flowers or Jokers
• Must declare “Atomic” before the

Charleston
• Must pass Flowers if you receive them
• Pick a Flower or joker from the wall,

you are off-Atomic and must pick a the
American mah jongg card



PIE

Players agree to a loss-limit. For example, 
players start with $5 in coins to pay the 
winner. When a player loses their pie, 
they continue to play but they are exempt 
from paying until they win money back. 

Players say that PIE stands for 
"purse is empty". The league calls it a "PY" 
but we don't know why. The first mention 
of a "PY" was in the 1967 bulletin.



Wall Game Kitty

When a game ends in a draw, each player 
contributes a quarter into a bowl – this is 
the kitty. If a player loses their pie, their 
payment to the winner is taken from the 
kitty. 

At the end of the session, any money in 
the kitty is equally distributed to the 
players.



Cold Wall

The wall that remains in front of the 
dealer after the tiles have been dealt is 
“cold wall.” 

Players cannot win by discard when 
picking from this wall. In other words, 
they can only will by picking their winning 
tile from the wall.



Super Jokers

Johni Levene created a selling feature for

sets with unique tiles by calling them

“super jokers.”

If you don’t have unique tiles for super

jokers, remove two to four jokers with

blank tiles.

The super jokers can be used as regular

jokers, but you can add variations.



Super Jokers

Add one or more blank to be used in a
pair or single tile (i.e., 2022, NEWS).

Add 2 blank tiles that can be used in
exchange for any discarded tile on the
table.

Add 4 blank tiles that can be exchanged
for a previously discarded tile and put it
the player's hand.



Mush

Passing tiles during the Charleston can 
expedite building a hand if a player makes 
good decisions. Some groups extend this 
component of the game by doing an
optional “mush.”

Players who participate place up to three 
tiles in front of their rack and take back 
from the other players as many tiles as 
they put in.



Stacks

Players create space between their wall 
and their rack then they each take 13 
random tiles from their wall and East 
takes one more.

Then, players build 2 stacks of tiles (3x3) 
in front of their rack for the first and 
second Charleston. Three more tiles are 
placed to the right for the optional across. 



Stacks

The Charleston is done individually so 
players take their passes from their own 
stacks, and they place their outgoing 
passes upside down in the center of the 
table.

When the stacks have been depleted, all 
the tiles on the table are mixed then East 
discards. Some groups build walls, others 
do not. 
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